
Installation Instructions





Tools Required

Cubicle Fittings

Cordless Drill

1B1 Indicator Lock

U brackets Partition wall U brackets

Coat Hook

Tape Measure

Hammer Drill

Outward Indicator Latch

HO3 Hinge Channel

H Channel

Screwdriver

Circular Saw

L6 Support Leg

HR1 Headrail

U Channel

Pencil

Spirit Level

Allen Key Set Hammer
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1. Measure and mark a 
vertical line on the rear 
wall for the partition 
positions.

2. Then mark the wall equally 
to fix 4 x wall U brackets 
per partition and end 
wall pilasters. Please see 
dimensions below for 
U bracket center point 
position. 
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Step 1

Includes fixings for both 12-13mm & 17-21mm 

Support Height ANODISED PPC ADJUSTMENT 

50mm Support Leg L0650A L0650P +/- 8mm 

100mm Support Leg L06100A L06100P +25mm - 10mm 

150mm Support Leg L06150A L06150P +/- 25mm 
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L06 Support Leg 
12-13mm & 17-21mm 

1. Mark off the vertical centreline of the 
leg onto the fascia and drill the two 10mm 
diameter holes and fit the leg as shown in 
the drawing. 

2.  Loosen the small retaining screw on the 
base of the leg and raise up the shroud to 
access the adjusting mechanism of the leg.  
Screw the foot  up into the leg as far it will 
allow. 

3.  The partition can now be offered up to 
the wall mounting brackets and using 
packing pieces set the required height 
(normally  150mm). 

4.  The foot in the leg can now be adjusted 
down to the floor level until it takes the 
weight off the packing pieces.  It can now 
be secured to the floor by drilling through 
the angle hole in the foot with a 5.5mm 
masonry drill, the holes need to be at least 
45mm deep. 

5.  Push the red plug into the floor hole 
and secure the leg using the screw provid-
ed. 

6.  Lower the shroud in the leg until it is 
resting on the floor and secure using the 
small screw on the side of the leg. 

M6X20mm All Thread (12-13mm) 
M6X25mm All Thread (17-21mm) 

T-Nut 

Grub screw 

No.10x2”  
Screw 

Rawl plug 

5.5mm x 45mm deep min 



1. Fix 4 x U brackets for each 
partition on the vertical line 
marked.

2. Cut the partition panels to 
size if required in depth. 
Plastic U trim provided will 
cover the sawn ends.

3. Drill and fix the support 
leg onto bottom of the 
partition panel. Leg 
position is at the front 
where the partition 
attaches to the front 
pilasters.

4. Place the bottom partition 
panel into the 2 x wall 
brackets on the back 
structural wall, securing the 
panel with fixings provided.  

5. Wind the support leg until 
panel is level, then drill and 
secure leg to the floor.

6. Insert the H channel joining 
strip onto the bottom 
partition panel.

7. Slide the top half panel 
onto the bottom panel, 
then drill and secure into 
wall brackets, connecting 
the 2 x panels together.  
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Step 2
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Includes fixings for both 12-13mm & 17-21mm 

Support Height ANODISED PPC ADJUSTMENT 

50mm Support Leg L0650A L0650P +/- 8mm 

100mm Support Leg L06100A L06100P +25mm - 10mm 

150mm Support Leg L06150A L06150P +/- 25mm 
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L06 Support Leg 
12-13mm & 17-21mm 

1. Mark off the vertical centreline of the 
leg onto the fascia and drill the two 10mm 
diameter holes and fit the leg as shown in 
the drawing. 

2.  Loosen the small retaining screw on the 
base of the leg and raise up the shroud to 
access the adjusting mechanism of the leg.  
Screw the foot  up into the leg as far it will 
allow. 

3.  The partition can now be offered up to 
the wall mounting brackets and using 
packing pieces set the required height 
(normally  150mm). 

4.  The foot in the leg can now be adjusted 
down to the floor level until it takes the 
weight off the packing pieces.  It can now 
be secured to the floor by drilling through 
the angle hole in the foot with a 5.5mm 
masonry drill, the holes need to be at least 
45mm deep. 

5.  Push the red plug into the floor hole 
and secure the leg using the screw provid-
ed. 

6.  Lower the shroud in the leg until it is 
resting on the floor and secure using the 
small screw on the side of the leg. 

M6X20mm All Thread (12-13mm) 
M6X25mm All Thread (17-21mm) 

T-Nut 

Grub screw 

No.10x2”  
Screw 

Rawl plug 

5.5mm x 45mm deep min 



1. Fix and secure wall 
pilaster into wall brackets 
using the fitting provided.

2. Fix U Brackets to middle 
pilasters, then secure the 
pilaster to the partition 
with fixings provided.

Step 3
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1. Mark and drill 2x pilot 
holes in top section of 
headrail to fix to each 
pilaster.

2. Drill and fix headrail 
down into the top of 
the front pilasters.

Step 4
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Headrail Fixing Position



No.8 x25mm 
Csk Screw 

17-21mm 
System 20 Indicator Bolt Inwards Opening 

PPC RAL7024 MATT 

Panel thickness ANODISED PPC 

17-21mm N/A SYS20IBOLT01P 

1. 1.  The door preparation for the indicator bolt requires two holes and a slot machining in the panel.   

2. 2.  The first step is to decide the centre height of the indicator bolt (this is usually a matter of personal 
preference). 

3. 3.  Mark the horizontal centreline of the bolt from the edge of the door to a distance approximately 100mm 
in. 

4. 4.  Mark off and machine the door as shown on the drawing. 

5. 5.  Fit the red/green signal into the round face plate, ensuring that the red sticker is closest to the bottom 
of the door and the two holes in the back of the face plate are at the bottom.  Identify the two 35mm long 
machine screws and fit these into the bottom two holes on the shoot bolt assembly. 

6. 6.  Offer the shoot bolt assembly to the door in the closed position, making sure the screws and slide pin 
fit into the pre machined holes, offer the face plate to the front of the door, align the screws and tighten 
firmly to clamp the indicator bolt to the door. 

7. 7.  Using a small drill, pilot the top two holes in the shoot assemly to take the two 25mm long wood-
screws.  Fit the screws and tighten firmly. 

8. 8.  Fit the two rubber buffers onto the back of the fascia approximately 150mm from the line of the top and 
bottom of the door. 

9. 9.  Close the door and slide the bolt into the locked position. 

10. 10. Position the keep over the shoot so that the edge of the keep is 5mm from the edge of the door. 

11. 11. Once satisfied mark the position of the keep mounting holes, pilot drill as bolt assembly taking care 
not to break through and fix the keep using the remaining 16mm screws. 

M4 x35mm 
Csk Screw 

No.8 x16mm 
Csk Screw 

Inwards Opening doors 

No.8 x25mm 
Csk Screw 

17-21mm 
System 20 Indicator Bolt with Outwards Opening Keep 

PPC RAL7024 MATT 

Panel thickness ANODISED PPC 

17-21mm N/A SYS20IBOLT01P 

17-21mm IBKEEP01A1721 IBKEEP01P1721 

1. 1.  The door preparation for the indicator bolt requires two holes and a slot machining in the panel.   

2. 2.  The first step is to decide the centre height of the indicator bolt (this is usually a matter of personal 
preference). 

3. 3.  Mark the horizontal centreline of the bolt from the edge of the door to a distance approximately 100mm 
in. 

4. 4.  Mark off and machine the door as shown on the drawing. 

5. 5.  Fit the red/green signal into the round face plate, ensuring that the red sticker is closest to the bottom 
of the door and the two holes in the back of the face plate are at the bottom.  Identify the two 35mm long 
machine screws and fit these into the bottom two holes on the shoot bolt assembly. 

6. 6.  Offer the shoot bolt assembly to the door in the closed position, making sure the screws and slide pin 
fit into the pre machined holes, offer the face plate to the front of the door, align the screws and tighten 
firmly to clamp the indicator bolt to the door. 

7. 7.  Using a small drill, pilot the top two holes in the shoot assembly to take the two 25mm long wood-
screws.  Fit the screws and tighten firmly. 

8. 8.  Fit the two rubber buffers onto the front of the fascia approximately 150mm from the line of the top and 
bottom of the door. 

9. 9.  Close the door and slide the bolt into the locked position. 

10. 10. Position the keep over the shoot so that the edge of the keep is 5mm from the edge of the door. 

11. 11. Once satisfied mark the position of the keep mounting holes, pilot drill as bolt assembly taking care 
not to break through and fix the keep using the remaining 19mm screws. 

M4 x35mm 
Csk Screw 

Outwards Opening doors 80mm 

No.8 x19mm 
Csk Screw 

Outwards Opening Keep 

1. Cubicle doors are 
adjustable in width. Cut 
the doors to the correct 
size you require

2. Calculating door size 
make sure you have 22mm 
overlapping pilasters 
either end.  
( i.e. 650mm door - walk 
through clearance 606mm )

3. Secure and fix the cubicle 
doors to the front 
pilasters by using the 
hinge channel kit. The 
sawn cut end is fitted into 
the channel. 

4. Install the indicator locks 
once doors have been 
fitted. 

5. For outward opening 
doors please use the 
outward opening lock 
latch, which is fitted to the 
outside of the pilasters. 

Step 5
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Inward opening

Outward opening

Inward opening drilling 
is 67mm in from edge of 

door to centre of lock hole.

Outward opening drilling  
is 80mm in from edge of 

door to centre of lock hole.


